


Google My Business    https://business.google.com 

Google Maps  

- Aim for Top 3.   

- Search goes by location proximity  

- Categories matches search terms 

- Links and good on page content is important 

- Citations matching  

Google my business Optimization  

- Geo tag photos geoimgr.com  

- Get some reviews  

- Have your citation (NAPS) match your website and social media  

- Messaging tab – add your mobile # or use Google Voice  

- Create post – Offers  - offers expire after 7 days  

- Add more than one category to your profile.  

 

NAPS  - Name Address Phone citations  

- Keep citations exact -  (st. or Street) This is very important  

- Put as much info and categories as you can and have your categories match 

 

Check your listing 

Scan.webservicesinc.net 

Moz.com/local/search 

Whitespark.ca  Citations by category and by city – add information to local directories  

 

 

Other Helpful Social Media Tools  

Hashtags for Likes  

https://hashtagsforlikes.co 

Will give you a list of trending hashtags to copy and paste into your posts 

 

Canva.com 

Make beautiful, branded, eye catching social media posts 

https://business.google.com/
https://hashtagsforlikes.co/
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